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Old West, New West-A Cauldron,
Not a Carousel: A Revi~w Essay
GENE M. GRESSLEY

Ferment abounds in the land of western history. A few short years ago
the field was characterized by traditional historiography, declining enrollments, non-replacement of senior level academic positions, and a
defensiveness that frequently froze the historiography of the West in
an unimaginative mind set.
As the two books under review dramatically illustrate, in less than
a decade the field has been turned upside down. A new vitality is in
evidence much to the surprise of many who thought the historiography
of the West lost in the stars of myth. Not only is there a willingness
to challenge the traditionalism of the past, but to replace it lock, stock,
and barrel.
Assuredly, as with most earthquakes, not all faults vanished. Much
of the West's historiography today remains an apologia, the bashing
of Frederick Jackson Turner goes on, a testimony to the sterility of our
ability to conceptualize. Why we must insist on attempting to build
our credibility by destroying Turner remains an enigma. Nothing so
vividly dramatizes the vacuOusness of our search for synthesis than
our obsession with a century-old thesis (especially pertinent is William
Gene M. Gressley is University Professor in the University of Wyoming and an
expert on the modern West.
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Cronon's wry observation that we simply "have not figured out a way
to escape him [Turner]"). I
Again, as Cronon perceptively remarks, Turner's legacy provides
so much with which to fashion a new synthesis-the interplay of man
with his environment, the interdisciplinary approaches, and the introduction of common man to the western story. Especially ironic is this
Turner castigation, when considering that so much of the presentist
historiography of the West, which stylistically has been labeled "the
New West," incorporates so many of the Tumerian footings. 2
1. William Cronon, "Revisiting the Vanishing Frontier: The Legacy of Frederick
Jackson Turner," Western Historical Quarterly, 18 (April 1987), 157-76. Cronon's essay is
one of the most significant contributions to the historiography of the West to appear,
in this decade or any other decade.
2. Those historians front and center in the New West historiography include: Patricia
Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West (New York:
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Turner aside, the scribes of the New West historiography have a
strong ideological bent, a Marxian methodology remindful and comparable to the New Left historiography of two decades ago. With his
usual uncommon insight Gerald Nash has recorded, "A major weakness of their [the New West] approach has been they usually have a
clear conception of their conclusions before beginning their research"a bias reflected in their methodology by an absence of archival sources.
While there is much in the New West historiography that is negative, the positive emphasis on environmental history, ethnic history,
social science, interdisciplinary methods, and cultural history, if not
always exciting, is very suggestive. In addition, the New West historiography is so stylistically seductive that it leaves the reader shouting
hosanna, when on reflection he/she meant only to whisper.
Let there be no debate-The Twentieth-Century West: Historical Interpretations and The American West: A Twentieth-Century History are two of
the most illuminating, masterful and significant volumes to appear on
the twentieth-century West. Gerald Nash, Richard Etulain, Michael
Malone and company are not concerned with polishing personal icons,
burnishing mythological images, or ringing shining shibboleths. Rather
they are committed to solid substantive advancement of western history through intensive research presented in a clear expository style,
leading the reader to discover his own interpretations. These essays
are not static, nor do they rely on the simplification of ideology. They
are devoted to explanation rather than to creating disciples.
The historiography as practiced by these authors is all the more
impressive when one realizes that so much of our society scorns history
as evidence. Commonly, historians are writing and escaping from a
past where nostalgia and a dreamy world threaten to cement their
myopia. This is why the ideologues are frequently so effective-eommitted as they are to a powerful dogma, with a convincing social purpose, at least for many. In addition, there is abroad an insatiable hunger
for our own personal past; that fact alone provides a tremendous boost
to ideology.
W. W. Norton, 1987); Donald Worster, Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of
the American West (New York: Pantheon, 1985); Donald Worster, Dust Bowl: The Southern
Plains in the 1930s (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979); Donald Worster, "New
West, True West: Interpreting the Region's History," Western Historical Quarterly, 18 (April
1987), 141-56; and Donald Worster, Susan Al}.I1itage, Michael P. Malone, David]. Weber
and Patricia Nelson Limerick, "The Legacy of Conquest by Patricia Nelson Limerick: A
Panel of AppraisaI," Western Historical Quarterly, 20 (August 1989), 303-22; William G.
Robbins, "Western History: A Dialectic on the Modem Condition," Western Historical
Quarterly, 20 (November 1989), 429-49.
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Not that these authors have cast out the themes of presentist
historiography: on the contrary, the subjects of ethnicity, environment,
culture, and demography provide the topics for fresh conclusions from
solid research. The quagmire of historicism has been discarded as a
gameship of limited value.
The commonality of themes between The American West: A Twentieth-Century History and The Twentieth-Century West: Historical Interpretations will hardly produce surprise. Anyone investigating the twentiethcentury West confronts a common parade of points with which many
of the nation's historians have previously wrestled.
One subject, like Lady Macbeth's famous utterance, flOut, damned
spot! Out, I say," that will simply not "out" is colonialism. Concurrently
with the initial flogging of Turner's historiography walked a long ghostly
line of historians, journalists and theorists including Thurman Arnold,
Walter Prescott Webb, William Allen White, Joseph Kinsey Howard,
Bernard DeVoto, Wendell Berge, Avrahm G. Mezerik, Rufus Terral,
Morris Garnsey, and Carl F. Kraenzel, with sharp or flat commentary,
even some featuring Paganinni-like dexterity. All of them possessed
one common denominator: they inevitably conceived the West as a
colony of the East-<:orporate and individual investor at first, later via
the federal government.
In several works Gerald Nash has advocated the proposition that
the West was transformed by the Second World War, the western economy throwing off the yoke of eastern suzerainty.3 Some essayists in
The Twentieth-Century West endorse Nash. In his provocative analysis,
"Western Cities in the New Urban Era," Carl Abbott notes in passing,
"The growing independence, cultural influence and political weight"
(p. 72) of the West. Howard Lamar, whose comparative essay, "The
Great Plains and Canadian Prairie Experiences, 1929-1941," a further
testimonial to the reason his historiography is held in such esteem by
his peers, writes, "the villains have changed roles, Westerners have
danced to different tunes of the eastern investor to the federal government-first in the nineteenth century, and then with a faster tempo in
the twentieth century." Lamar makes a major contribution with his
observation that we should remember that local values and localism
in general were responsible for the provincial ethos.
Recently the rural West and colonialism once again came in for
national exposure, reminding us how the plight of one part of the
country (after prayerful thanks that we are not they) obsesses the rest
3. Gerald D. Nash, The American West Transformed: The Impact of the Second World War
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985).
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of the nation. Newsweek provided the most current catharsis for the
national psyche. In Newsweek's October 9, 1989 issue, it features (intriguingly enough on the same cover was ballyhooed Sony's takeover
of Columbia Studios) "America's Outback: Hard Times on the High
Plains."4 According to Newsweek staffers John McCormick and Bill Targue, "The region most emblematic of the nation's grandeur and strength
is, today, the region most exploited and ignored." The doom tolls on,
"Decades of federal largesse have relegated the area to near colonial
status. On a per capita basis, five of the Centennial states are among
the top ten recipients of federal spending."s
The reaction from the "outback" journalists, historians and politicians was as predictable as it was inevitable. Particularly violent exception was taken to the views of two Rutgers sociologists, Frank and
Deborah Popper, as reported in Newsweek and elsewhere. The Poppers
insisted that the present migration from the Great Plains will only
accelerate. The solution? They proposed the creation of an immense
national park covering portions of ten states east of the Rockies. 6 A
4. John McCormick and Bill Turque, "America's Outback," Newsweek, 114 (October
9, 1989), 76-80.
5. Ibid., 76.
6. L'affaire Popper is partially covered in Deborah E. Popper and Frank J. Popper,
"The Fate of the Plains," in Ed Marston, ed., Reopening the Western Frontier (Washington,
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huge Buffalo Commons was the Poppers' dream, a commons, a la
Garrett Hardin, where not only the buffalo would play, but other wild
and "exotic" game would roam over one-fifth of the continental United
States. The Wyoming Casper Star-Tribune referred to it as "... a real
buffalo pie in the sky idea."7 Congressman Pat Roberts of Kansas thought
the Poppers' idea, "about as intellectually exciting as a dried buffalo
chip."g
In the middle of all this furor, insult was added to injury when a
coffee table pictorial atlas published by Rand McNally left out North
and South Dakota in addition to Oklahoma. Why? The spokesperson
for the Chicago publisher said blithely, "There were space limitations."9
D.C.: Island Press, 1989),98-113; "A Buffalo Commons," High Plains Journal, August 14,
1989; "The Big Dumb Lie," High Plains Journal, October 2, 1989; Denver Post, November
19, 1989; Denver Post, December 3, 1989; Laramie Daily Boomerang, November 29, 1989;
Casper Star-Tribune, September 24, 1989; Cleveland Plain Dealer, January 13, 1989; Casper
Star-Tribune, October 15, 1989; Denver Post, October 3, 1989; Fargo Forum, August 15,
October 5, 1989; and [Butte] Montana Standard, November 12, 1989.
7. Casper Star-Tribune, September 24, 1989.
8. High Plains Journal, September 23, 1989.
9. Denver Post, October 7, 1989.
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Talk about creating one's own world-there was the personal West
with a vengeance.
Some natives of the Great Plains may have found the entire Newsweek controversy reminiscent of the uproar surrounding Walter Prescott
Webb's assertion in Harper's more than thirty years ago, that the unique
quality of the Great Plains was desert,1O prompting the Denver Post to
trumpet, "Us Desert Rats Doing O.K."II What made the Webb article
most uncomfortable was that he was one of us, not them!
Other writers in The Twentieth-Century West-Karen Anderson in
her examination of "Western Women: The Twentieth-Century Experience"; Donald 1. Parman, in a forthright and incisive review of "Indians in the Modern West"; and Ricardo Romo in a fascinating probe
of "Mexican Americans in the New West"-remind us of another definition of colonialism which has kept many ethnic westerners in bondage in both the past and present. Romo quoted Rodolfo Acuna's tenet,
"Mexicans in the United States are still a colonized people, but the
colonization is internally imposed by external power" (p. 124). In subscribing to this perspective, these writers join those of the New West
persuasion, particularly Patricia Limerick, who finds, along with that
Old West commentator, Carey McWilliams, her New West in "conquest."
In a recent article, Michael Malone comments that the colonial
school seems more of a "period piece" in that much of the region has
since "outgrown any real 'colonial' relationship to the rest of the country."12 Then he proceeds to belie these sentiments in the rest of his
essay. Indeed, both books under review are peppered with references
or allusions to colonialism and colonial status of the West. Just as we
have difficulty discarding the complete Turner, so westerners seem
forever condemned to sit on that red plush brocaded settee of colonialism. We suspect that the problem which causes the unease is largely
one of definition. 13
The definition of colonialism aside, as an interpretive motif, co10. Walter P. Webb, "The American West, Perpetual Mirage," Harper's, 214 (May
1957), 25-31.
11. Denver Post, April 28, 1957.
_
~
12. Michael P. Malone, "Beyond the Last Frontier: Toward a New Approach to
Western American History," Western Historical Quarterly, 20 (November 1989), 409-27.
13. No attempt will be made to review the literature on colonialism. A convenient
and spirited review from a New West perspective is in William G. Robbins, "The 'Plundered Province Thesis' and the Recent Historiography of the American West," Pacific
Historical Review, 55 (November 1986), 577-97. See also Robert G. Athearn, The Mythic
West in Twentieth-Century America (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1986), 105-30.
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lonialism simply will not vanish, especially among the political and
journalistic Wests, just as the continuity between east and west retains
its energizing force for those historians not bludgeoned by the mythic
past. In a stream of essays and books, Earl Pomeroy and Gerald Nash
have stressed the transfer of eastern institutions to and on the West. 14
Their commentary has obviously captured the imagination of many of
the contributors to The Twentieth-Century West. Any astonishment at this
discovery should be muted. For the authors in the Nash-Etulain volume
and the Malone and Etulain work are historians possessing, though
not obsessed with, a national perspective. In a compact and vivid essay,
"The West as Laboratory and Mirror of Reform," William D. Rowley
indicates the West has become the federal laboratory where historians
test and overlay their theses from other regions and the nation on top
of the West. Karen Anderson, in her spirited sashay on western women,
argues,
western women have not differed substantially from women
elsewhere...." (p. 114) as to political roles, family roles and their
status in the labor force. Much of the West's Second World War economy, as Nash, Malone, and Etulain among others tell us, replicates the
East in its emphasis on manufacturing, resource management, bureaucratic growth and urban development.
Halt! We hear that continuity between east and west should not
be construed as me-too-ism on the part of westerners. Dissimilarities
in institutional development and regional differences between east and
west abound, as Donald Pisani shows us in one of the most solid and
effective essays, "The Irrigation District and the Federal Relationship:
fl • • •

14. Earl Pomeroy, The Pacific Slope: A History of California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
Utah and Nevada (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965); Earl Pomeroy, "Toward a Reorientation of Western History: Continuity and Environment," Mississippi Valley Historical
Review, 41 (March 1955), 579-600; Earl Pomeroy, "What Remains of the West?" Utah
Historical Quarterly, 35 (Winter 1967), 37-55; Earl Pomeroy, "Frederick L. Paxson and His
Approach to History," Mississippi Valley Historical Review, 39 (March 1953), 673-92; Earl
Pomeroy, "The West and New Nations in Other Continents," in John Alexander Carroll,
ed., Reflections of American Historians (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1969); Gerald
D. Nash, "The Twentieth-Century West," Western Historical Quarterly, 13 (April 1982),
179-81; Gerald D. Nash, "Where's the West?" Historian, 49 (November 1986),1-9; Gerald
D. Nash, "Mirror for the Future: The Historical Past of the Twentieth-Century West," in
Thomas G. Alexander and John P. Bluth, eds., The Twentieth-Century American West:
Contributions to an Understanding (Provo: Charles Redd Center for Western Studies, 1983),
1-27; Gerald D. Nash, "Bureaucracy and Reform in the West: Notes on the Influence of
a Neglected Interest Group," Western Historical Quarterly, 2 (July 1971), 295-305; Gerald
D. Nash, The American West in the Twentieth Century: A Short History of an Urban Oasis
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1973); Gerald D. Nash, State Government and Economic
Development: A History of Administrative Policies in California, 1849-1933 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1964) and Nash, American West Transformed.
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Neglected Aspects of Water History." Fashioning an institutional structure for water development originated with the arid environment in
the West. Moving from water politics to the general political scene,
Paul Kleppner describes another level of continuity in "Politics without
Parties: The Western States, 1900-1984," namely that easterners coveted, if they did not court, western individualism and initiative, a
theme that found continuity and expression in the insurgency of the
West of the 1890s and the West of the 1980s.
Just as one can be mesmerized by the continuities between east
and west, one should avoid the hypnotization of the pendulum swinging between extremes. For as Malone and Etulain emphasize: "the overriding feature of modem western history is a persistent barrage of
change" (p. 8). No aspect of the West magnified the phenomena of
change as much as its urban growth. Carl Abbott dramatically points
out that in 1840, 43% of the West's population resided in metropolitan
areas; by 1980, that figure had reached 78%. Malone and Etulain observe that perhaps the most ironic aspect of this rampant urbanism is
that while the West is the most urban region in the nation, there are
vast unpopulated areas.
That irony, we suggest, increases when one travels 1-80 along
-southern Wyoming, which traverses the Red Desert, or along route
82-385 from Lubbock to Odessa. As one grizzled (they are always grizzled) sheepherder laconically commented, "Sheep don't grow on weeds
full of selenium." He might have added, neither do the natives. There
is much growing in the West, under the long pale blue horizon line,
that neither man or beast will consume. Whether the West will surrender to the Poppers' plea for a gigantic multi~million acre commons
is another matter. The westerner may damn what he possesses, but
he is not about to give it £way to the feds!
The Poppers' commons seems as far (perhaps farther) removed
from urban populace in the West as it does to the eastern city dweller.
However, urbanism is the stratigraphy from which to slice the twentieth-century West. Understanding of the West's growth will come with
comprehending its urban transformation, whether the researcher investigates its political, social or economic development. In essence,
cities have increasingly become the engines to drive and direct the
West's development. Nowhere, as Malone, Etulain, and Pisani all agree,
is this scene more graphically revealed than in water policy, where the
political wrenching involved in switching from the support of agriculture to cities is shaking state capitols across the West. As Howard
Lamar has observed, it would behoove those investigating western
institutions to examine not only the short grass country, but also the
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provincialism which has arisen in western culture and which frequently
permeates the political discussions on water and allied topics under
the capitol domes.
While deserts and buffalo commons may be issues of inferiority
and insecurity for the residents of the Rockies and Great Plains, no
amount of newspaper ink will hide the economic challenge of the
subregional wests". Malone and Etulain found that as agriculture was
to the plains, so was mining to the inland west, lumber to the Northwest, and petroleum to the Southwest. Yet there was a basic instability
in the economy based on these regional staples, an economy typified
by cyclical booms and busts. Malone and Etulain emphatically agree
with Gerald Nash that the Second World War revolutionized the West's
economy; however, they note that simultaneously western agriculture
was producing far more than the market could absorb.
Though Nash and Etulain have not allotted a specific section of
their The Twentieth-Century West to the West's economy, the text runs
through their volume whether in Lamar's comparative essay or in John
Opie's "Environmental History in the West." Opie contends that boomtowns, fluctuating agricultural production, erratic energy development, and contests over private property are always the rest of the
story. Indeed, Opie's discussion of the interaction of wilderness preservation with industrialism leading to an environmental model is one
of the most sophisticated outlines for an environmental history agenda
that we have seen. Pisani's dynamic discussion of the evolution of the
irrigation district never strays far from the awareness of the motivational underpinnings of the western economy. William Robbins, in his
"The Western Lumber Industry: A Twentieth-Century Perspective,"
traces the lumber industry from limited beginnings in the Far West
through postwar expansion into a national, then a multi-national economy. Robbins perceives a gap in scholarly research, namely a veritable
hiatus in the interaction between the lumber industry and the forest
environment.
So the economy of the West presents many masks, none of which
are concealed for long in the essays in the Nash-Etulain volume. Malone
and Etulain find the challenges of the western economy to be a refractory mirror for their history. Emphasizing the federal government's
role and investment in the 1930-1960 period, Malone and Etulain write
that for all the huge governmental investment in the West's infrastructure, military establishments and reclamation, the West's private sector
remains an economic cripple going into the 1970s. In fact, the decade
of the seventies was one of shrinking resources, heightened foreign
competition and diminishing markets, "the pivotal time when Amer-
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ican dominance of the world economy began visibly to erode" (p. 239).
By the 1980s t!te West's vulnerability to global economic forces was as
vivid as it was unstated-analogous to the ancient fairy tale of the
Emperor's new clothes.
As a region, the West was a victim of the sheiks of OPEC: oil prices
fell below $18.00 a barrel, copper declined in price more than a third,
the lumber industry and agricultural land (though the agricultural market prices began climbing midway through the decade) all testified to
what many westerners sensed, even if they refused to admit it-they
were still, as Malone insists, at the mercy and whim of an extractive
economy. "Sunrise" industries, high-tech and service-oriented sectors,
faded when forced to sustain the economy of the West. So the emancipated West remains in partial bondage, this time from the investor
and "warlord" who may speak Dutch or Japanese.
Against this cyclical dynamism of the western economy, the political West, as the historians in these volumes describe, oscillated between liberalism of a mauve hue to a conservatism of funeral black.
Not only was the West, as Rowley emphasizes, a testing place for
national reform, but the West frequently led the nation in drafting
resource policies in conservation, public land and water. As the West
moved through the twentieth century, westerners along with the rest
of the country sought political solutions for economic ills. The New
Deal, Malone and Etulain stress, had a revolutionary impact, as the
federal government pursued a national agenda beyond the 100th meridian.
Just as Nash has observed, the Second World War transformed the
West's economy, so that the somber West became the accent of a more
conservative mood, a mood which still suffuses much of the West. As
Walter Nugent writes in his masterful article, this stance should not
have been surprising, considering the influx of migrants from the east
bringing with them their previous intellectual and political proclivities
as they girded themselves in block after block of western cities. The
historiography of the New West also reflects a concern with western
political development, but their agenda is one of impacted ethnic groups,
environmental disasters and cultural independence.
While the writers in Nash and Etulain, and Malone and Etulain
discover their political West as frequently an extension of the national
political currents, their search for a western cultural image has a special
freshness of interpretation. Etulain is one of the foremost interpreters
of this region's literature. His influence surfaces time and again in these
volumes; not the least of his contributions is a discriminating bibliography in The Twentieth-Century West. Fred Erisman, in "The Changing
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Face of Western Literary Regionalism," pictures the western literary
tradition as Janus-faced, a creation of the twentieth century, but with
consistent backward glances to the nineteenth century. In a fascinating
depiction of "place" (though the concept originates from a far different
premise than Limerick), Erisman issues a challenge to critics and writers to find the cultural meaning of the West in the subregional wests.
Erisman perceives the strength of western literatures in the writers
who invoke a sense of localism linked with the embracement of wide
human experiences.
As Erisman entreats his readers to hold on to their local identity
as they survey the human condition, so H. Wayne Morgan seeks in
"Main Currents in Twentieth-Century Western Art" the lineage of the
western artists in his eastern and, especially, European roots. Then on
to this heritage the western artist grafted the naturalism and landscape
of the West-developing a unique artistic expression. Morgan concludes by pointing out, "The central question confronting the painter
of the West is a variation of one that affects everyone in the region:
what distinctive aspects of the locale now merit cultural expression?"
(p. 401).
A few months after the appearance of The American West: A Twentieth-Century History, Malone joined the outpouring of his colleagues
proposing this model for understanding his special West. Malone suggested four fundamental bonds for regional identity to form the basis
of his synthesis: aridity, exceptional dependence on the federal government, the warm glow lingering from the West's recent frontier experience, and its crutcn-like reliance on the extractive industries. IS
Intriguingly enough, two of the four posts of his model-dependence on the federal government and the extractive industries--Iean
heavily on the colonial paradigm. Aridity, Malone notes, was the essence of Webb's interpretation, but Webb and his followers encased
their arguments in "polemical language." Admitting that Turner's critics are correct in observing Turner's overemphasis on the frontier process, nevertheless, Malone is convinced that the twentieth-century
West cannot run from its recent inheritance of an histrionic past. Emphasizing the world frontier, Malone dashes through the global views
of Webb, Bailyn, McNeill, Stavrianos, Toynbee, Laue, and Wallerstein.
Beguilingly, Malone quotes Bailyn's description of the Atlantic frontier,
". . . a periphery, a ragged outer margin of a central world, a regressive, backward-looking diminishment of metropolitan accomplishment
15. Michael P. Malone, "Beyond the Last Frontier: Toward a New Approach to
Western American History," Western Historical Quarterly, 20 (November 1989), 409-27.
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... [a] far distant outback ... "16 (shades of Newsweek!). Malone completes the circumscription of his model by observing, as others have,
the West's interrelationship to the global economic milieu.
So we return, as these writers began, to that eternal questionwhere is the historiography of the West today? In a nimble and penetrating finale to The Twe.ntieth-Century West, Nash writes that as scholars have fragmented the history of the West with research specialization,
it has become increasingly difficult to generalize about the western
experience. There are many wests buried in myth and reality, all-requiring exhuming. How can one interpret or find the West among the
many subregional wests? Of course, historians of the West are becoming increasingly attracted to and beholden to the techniques of other
regional historiography, be they social science approaches, interdisciplinary themes, environmental perspectives, quantitative methodology or comparative models.
Both volumes conclude on the upbeat, optimistic in tone, hopeful
in prophecy. Both fascinatingly enough see the West as less regionally
differentiated, becoming more and more a part of the national tableau.
Malone and Etulain write, "that the key unifying theme among the
eleven states of the Far West is the simple fact that Uncle Sam owns
one-third of their land mass." The message is clear: the West's independence in the future, if not held hostage, is integrated into the federal
decision-making process.
The-writers then in these two books flee the shackles of provincialism and sagebrush historiography to look at their West(s) from the
outside in, as well as from the inside out. As Earl Pomeroy has written
and unceasingly commented over the years to his seminars and graduate students, if historians of the West are to receive the dignity, respect
and professional reputation for which they so assiduously hunger, it
will only be through casting their historiography in terms of national
and international import. As the contributors to these volumes have
amply demonstrated, the field, on a broad meridian, is well on its
way-at last!

16. Ibid., 419.
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